


Generationalpictomusicapolis  
The collaborative, one-night art and music event from No Age, Sun Foot and Devin Gary and Ross is going 

on tour in 2015! 

 

For booking information and press inquires, please contact:  
Meredith Fraser, meredith@panacherock.com, Crystal Baxley, info@jandcarts.com	  

Generationalpictomusicapolis is happening again in 2015! A celebration of collaborative music and art 
making, this one night concert and pop-up exhibition features experimental punk from No Age (Randy 
Randall and Dean Spunt), the barely amplified feel-good vibes of Sun Foot (Ron Burns, Chris Johanson, 
Brian Mumford) and the ramshackle psych-folk of Devin Gary & Ross (Devin Flynn, Gary Panter, Ross 
Goldstein. Limited-edition, collaboratively made artworks created by each band member are exhibited at 
the show, and are available for purchase. These unique prints utilize the creative vision of each individual 
musician/artist as well as the whole of the group, and feature paint, photography, silk screens, spray paint 
and more.  

In 2014, Generationalpictomusicapolis happened at: The Hammer Museum in Los Angeles; Fernwood in 
Big Sur, CA; MexNwoW  in Arcata, CA; Cozmic Pizza in Eugene, OR; Washington Hall in Seattle, WA; 
Backspace in Portland, OR; Cafe Coda in Chico, CA; and Berkeley Art Museum in Berkeley, CA.  

2015 Dates 

7/14 - Chicago @ Co-Prosperity Sphere  
7/15 - Detroit @ UFO Factory  
7/16 - Toronto @ Adelaide Hall 
7/17 - Coney Island @ Coney Art Walls (presented by Jeffrey Deitch and Rong Music) 
7/18 - Philadelphia @ PhilaMOCA 
7/19 - Baltimore @ Secret Location 

Sun Foot 
Sun Foot are a Portland, OR/Los Angeles 3-piece who play low volume tunes through small amps and a 
drum set that consists of a hand drum, cymbal, pan lids, and electronic drum pad, all three singing, 
Limited-edition, collaboratively designed posters will be available for purchase.playing random cheap 
electronic keyboards maybe, and switching of instruments probably. Good to listen to if you are interested 

Limited-edition, numbered, collaboratively-designed prints will be available for purchase.



in the sun and tired of negativity. Sun Foot are Ron Burns (Smog, Hot Spit Dancers, Swell), Chris 
Johanson (Visual Artist; Awesome Vistas Records; The Deep Throats, Tina Age 13), and Brian Mumford 
(Dragging an Ox through Water, Jackie-O Motherfucker, Deep Fried Boogie Band, Jewelry Rash). 

Devin Gary & Ross 
New York City’s Devin Gary & Ross is the musical project of cartoon animator Devin Flynn, photographer 
and sign painter Ross Goldstein, and comics artist/designer Gary Panter (the Emmy Award-winning art 
director for Pee-Wee's Playhouse). 

No Age 
No Age is the duo of Dean Spunt and Randy Randall; they are on a constant journey to explore the 
furthest reaches of sound. On a first listen, discovering each new dose of their alchemy is exhilarating— 
they produce perfectly crafted songs, underpinned by infectious melodies and ear-piercing cacophony.  
This swirling mix of unstoppable momentum is catapulted into the stratosphere by sweeping bursts of  
symphonic growls. Their power is enunciated through their ability to take their core of catchy song-writing 
and expand its emotional influence through tone, structure and noise. Dean and Randy emerged from 
former band Wives in 2005, to become No Age, worldwide glowing talismans for the DIY art-punk scene 
in LA, now famously known as having its epicenter at The Smell, a clubhouse  
where art-life/music-life welded and inspired a creative movement and attitude which has fertilized a  
purple patch of like-minded punkers and artists around the globe. No Age have risen from sweaty 
basement shows and art galleries to having their songs blast off the walls of the Museum of Modern Art 
(MoMA), the Museum of Contemporary Art (MoCA) and The Getty to performing at unconventional spaces 
both close to home and abroad. 
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